In this paper we study the exact comparison complexity of the string pre x-matching problem in the deterministic sequential comparison model with equality tests. We derive almost tight lower and upper bounds on the number of symbol comparisons required in the worst case by on-line pre x-matching algorithms for any xed pattern and variable text. Unlike previous results on the comparison complexity of string-matching and pre x-matching algorithms, our bounds are almost tight for any particular pattern.
Introduction
In the string pre x-matching problem one is interested in nding the longest pre x of a pattern string P 1 The string pre x-matching problem is a natural generalization of the standard string-matching problem where only complete occurrences of the pattern are sought. The classical linear-time string-matching algorithm of Knuth, Morris and Pratt 32] can be easily adapted to solve the pre x-matching problem in the same time bounds without making additional symbol comparisons 1 . This observation was rst made by Main and Lorentz 35] who used a pre xmatching algorithm to detect repetitions in strings. In the parallel setting, Galil's 22] string-matching algorithm also solves the pre x-matching problem. Breslauer 5] and Hariharan and Muthukrishnan 31] gave more e cient parallel algorithms and recently G asieniec and Park 27 ] obtained a time-work optimal parallel pre x-matching algorithm. Pre x-matching algorithms have also been used in the sequential two-dimensional pattern-matching algorithms of Amir, Benson and Farach 2] and Galil and Park 25] and in an early version of the parallel two-dimensional pattern-matching algorithm of Cole et al. 11] .
In this paper we study the exact number of comparisons performed by deterministic sequential pre x-matching algorithms that have access to the input strings by pairwise symbol comparisons that test for equality. This work was motivated by recent interest in the exact comparison complexity of the stringmatching problem and is continuation of an earlier work by the same authors 7] .
In a sequence of papers on the number of symbol comparisons required in string-matching algorithms Colussi 14] , Galil 13 ] tightened the lower bounds. Currently, the complexity of the string-matching problem is determined almost exactly with an upper bound of n + (8=3m)(n ? m) comparisons and a lower bound of n + (9=4m)(n ? m) comparisons 2 . There are numerous other papers that study the exact number of comparisons required in the string-matching problem, in order statistics problems and in various other problems. Most relevant perhaps is the literature on constant-space linear-time string-matching algorithms 6, 17, 20, 21, 26, 28] and on variants of the Boyer-Moore string-matching algorithm 3, 4, 10, 15, 18, 19, 29, 32, 33] .
Boyer and Moore 4] showed that in the string-matching problem it is not always necessary to examine all n text symbols. On the other hand, Rivest 37] has proved that in the worst case any string-matching algorithm must always examine at least n ? m + 1 text symbols. Clearly, any algorithm that solves the pre x-matching problem must examine all n text symbols since it must determine if each text symbol is equal to the rst pattern symbol. Note that if the input alphabet is known to contain only two symbols, then the pre x-matching problem requires exactly n comparisons, since inequality to one alphabet symbol implies equality to the other.
Breslauer, Colussi and Toniolo 7] de ned on-line pre x-matching algorithms and presented a family of algorithms that make at most b(2 ? 1=m)nc symbol comparisons. They also gave a tight lower bound for any pre x-matching algorithm that has to match the pattern`ab m?1 '. These results imply that the two similar string-matching and pre x-matching problems have intrinsically di erent asymptotic comparison complexities, approaching n and 2n, respectively, as m grows. However, on-line pre x-matching algorithms have many similarities to the on-line string-matching algorithms given by Colussi 14] and Breslauer and Galil 9] . The de nition of on-line pre x-matching algorithms also coincides with the nite automata approach to string matching. In an analysis of Simon's automata based string-matching algorithm Hancart 30] independently obtained the same bounds that were given in 7] for on-line pre x-matching algorithms (see also 16] ). The new results about on-line pre x-matching algorithms presented in this paper apply as well to automata based string-matching, and thus extend also Hancart's work.
Our main e ort in this paper is to determine c P 1::m] on?line (n), the number of symbol comparisons required in the worst case by on-line pre x-matching algorithms to match a xed pattern P 1::m] in a variable text of length n. We The upper bound of at most C P 1::m] on?line n comparisons is achieved by an algorithm that takes linear time and uses linear space. Unlike previous publications on the comparison complexity of string-matching and pre x-matching algorithms that give worst case bounds for a speci c pattern, our bounds are almost tight for any given pattern.
We then consider the special case where the pattern and the text are the same string. This problem, which we call the self-pre x problem, is similar to the failure function that is computed in the preprocessing step of the KnuthMorris-Pratt 32] string-matching algorithm 3 . The Knuth-Morris-Pratt failure function is used in various string-matching algorithms and also in the pattern preprocessing step of our pre x-matching algorithm. Using the techniques we develop for the pre x-matching problem, we obtain an on-line algorithm for the self-pre x problem that makes at most 2m ? d p 2me symbol comparisons. We also prove a roughly tight lower bound (up to an additive constant 2) on the number of symbol comparisons required by such an algorithm, and thus, determine the worst case comparison complexity of the on-line self-pre x problem and of computing the Knuth-Morris-Pratt failure function. The self-pre x algorithm and the whole pattern preprocessing step of the pre x-matching algorithm take linear time and use linear space.
Finally, we consider general o -line pre x-matching algorithms. Such algorithms are more di cult to analyze since they have more liberties about the way they might proceed comparing the input symbols. We were unable to obtain tight bounds for o -line algorithms. However, we show that there exist pattern strings for which o -line algorithms require signi cantly fewer symbol comparisons than on-line algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the lower and upper bounds for on-line pre x-matching algorithms. In Section 3 we prove that oline algorithms can be superior to on-line algorithms in some cases. In Section 4 we present the algorithm for the self-pre x problem and in Section 5 we show how to implement the pre x-matching and self-pre x algorithms in the standard random-access-machine model. Conclusions and open problems are given in Section 6.
2 On-line pre x-matching
The discussion below proceeds in the comparison model where only comparisons of input symbols are counted and all other computation is free. We assume that our algorithms can obtain complete information about the pattern P 1::m] in an unaccounted pattern preprocessing step that might compare even all ? m 2 pairs of pattern symbols. In Section 5 we discuss the e cient implementation of our algorithms, including the pattern preprocessing, in the standard randomaccess-machine computational model 1].
Recall the de nition of on-line string pre x-matching algorithms given by Breslauer, Colussi Clearly, T t] has to be compared either until it is found to be equal to some symbol P t ? k t i + 1] or until it is known to be di erent from all these symbols. Thus, the only di erence between the comparison e cient on-line pre x-matching algorithms we consider next, is the order according to which T t] is compared to the pattern symbols P t ? k t i + 1].
Periods in strings
Periods are regularities of strings that are exploited virtually in all e cient string-matching algorithms. In this section we give some basic properties of periods and de ne the notation that we use throughout the paper. For an extensive treatment of periods and their properties see Lothaire These are the only strings for which Lemma 2.11 is satis ed with equality in both parts. They have been used by Hancart 30] 
Static algorithms
We de ne a subclass of the on-line algorithms that we call static algorithms. These algorithm are restricted enough to be easy to analyze, but still general enough to draw conclusions about the performance of on-line algorithms from their analysis.
De nition 2.13 An on-line pre x-matching algorithm is said to be static if the order according to which the symbols in P t?k t 0 +1 are compared to the text symbol T t] depends only on t ? k t 0 + 1.
Since in a static algorithm A the order of comparisons depends only on l = t ? k t 0 + 1, it will be de ned by the functions:
A;l (h) : 1; : : :; j P l j 7 ?! P l for l = 1; : : :; m; where the algorithm A compares T t] rst to A;l (1), then to A;l (2) and so on. The number of comparisons that algorithm A makes to discover that T t] = , for some symbol 2 P l , is ?1 A;l ( ). As static algorithms depend on the 9 particular pattern, we shall denote by A(P for l = 1; : : :; m; and 1 h < g j P l j:
The optimization problem
In this section we describe the method we use to evaluate the performance of static pre x-matching algorithms and de ne a measure to compare the relative e ciency of algorithms. (1)
If the algorithm concludes that T t] 6 = , for all 2 P l , then k t+1 0 = k t 0 +l = t + 1 and there are A (l ? 1) + j P l j comparisons that will not be accounted by the cost function. To maintain the inductive hypothesis in this case, we make certain that these comparisons are also accounted by requiring that:
In addition, if the algorithm discovers that Hancart 30] proved that the number of symbol comparisons made by a certain class of on-line pre x-matching algorithms, which include all static algorithms, is at most 2n ? 1 In the next sections we address the problem of nding some static pre xmatching algorithm OPT that minimizes the characteristic constant C OPT .
Such an algorithm clearly exists as there is only a nite number of static pre xmatching algorithms. Let us try to nd an optimal static algorithm OPT that has the smallest possible characteristic constant C OPT . We de ne two algorithms. The rst, which we call algorithm AB (it compares rst`a' and then if necessary`b'), is It is easy to verify that C AB = 1 + (m ? )=m and that for any algorithm A other than AB and X, C A > C X . If = 1, then the two algorithms are identical and if 2, then C X = ( + 3)=( + 1). Thus, the optimal static algorithm OPT can be chosen as the algorithm that has the smaller characteristic constant C AB or C X , and C OPT = minfC AB ; C X g. Notice that there is a tie C AB = C X only for the patterns`a b',`aabbbb' and`aaabbb'.
In this example we have been able to reduce the number of candidates for an optimal static algorithm from the 2 di erent algorithms to the two algorithms AB and X. We show that in the general case it su ces to consider only few algorithms as candidates for an optimal algorithm. These algorithms are closely related to the generalized form of algorithm AB that we call algorithm REVERSE.
The algorithm REVERSE
In this section we de ne a static pre x-matching algorithm that has some special properties. This algorithm, which we call REVERSE, or REV for short, will be the basis for the optimal static algorithm that is developed in Section 2.5.
The order of comparisons REV ;l (h) in algorithm REV is de ned such that, l last ( REV ;l (h)) > l last ( REV ;l (g)) for l = 1; : : :; m; and 1 h < g j P l j: More intuitively, if we recall that P l = P l ? ] j 2 P 1::l?1] , then algorithm REV compares the symbols P l ? ] in decreasing order of the periods , skipping the symbols that were already compared. Notice that algorithm KMP compares the symbols P l ? ] in increasing order of the periods , exactly the opposite of algorithm REV . See Figure 1 .
The main property of algorithm REV that is used later in developing the optimal static algorithm is given in the following lemma. One can also verify that REV is the only algorithm that has this property. 2 Intuitively, the last lemma means that in the analysis of algorithm REV , comparisons made at any text position can be charged against the text symbol being compared and the charges do not have to be reassigned later.
The constraints on the characteristic constant in Lemma 2.14 are redundant for algorithm REV . It su ces to take the maximum only over those l, such that P We prove next that the algorithms R: de ned above are similar enough to algorithm REV to satisfy claims which are closely related to those given in Lemma 2.16 and Lemma 2.17. Unfortunately, in the analysis of the algorithms R: , we run across some special cases that require that we slightly change the de nition above.
De nition 2.21 Let^ If is < ; l> malignant, then we change the de nition of algorithm R: at position l, and de ne R: ;l (h) = KMP;l (h), for h = 1; 2; 3. Namely, R: ;l (h) = Proof. We prove the four inequalities separately. The claim we wish to prove is equivalent to showing that: Remark. The lower bound given above could be expressed in a tighter form. However, our technique will always leave some gap between the lower and upper bounds due to boundary situations. Observe that as the end of the text is reached, there is no need to consider the whole pattern, but only its pre x that can still occur within the text. Thus, it makes sense to use at text position t, the static algorithm RO(P 1:: min(m; n ? k t 0 + 1)]), that depends on t. Notice that this algorithm is either some xed algorithm R: , or algorithm REV , and therefore, it might not be static over the whole text. In addition, since C RO(P 1::l]) is non-decreasing in l, it also makes sense, in many cases, to break ties between the characteristic constants C R: and C REV , in favour of using the algorithm R: with smaller value of .
Nevertheless, in some cases, optimal static algorithms do not give the best on-line solution. For example, consider the pattern P 1::4] =`abac' and a text of length 4. The optimal static algorithm can be forced by an adversary to make 7 comparisons, while an algorithm that will compare the text symbol T 2], rst to`b' and then to`a', a comparison order that can never be followed by an optimal static algorithm, will make at most 6 comparisons.
In nite length patterns
The pre x-matching problem can be analogously de ned for in nite length patterns P 1::1] by observing that the lengths of the pattern pre xes that occur in the text can not exceed the text length. We de ne, Proof. Consider the pattern P 1::7] =`aaaabbb'. This pattern belongs to the family of patterns discussed in the example in Section 2.3. It is not di cult to verify that C`a aaabbb' on?line = 7 5 and thus, on-line pre x-matching algorithms require about 7 5 n symbol comparisons. We show next that there exists an o -line pre x-matching algorithm that requires only about 4 3 n symbol comparisons. (The lower bound proof of Breslauer, Colussi and Toniolo 7] can be applied almost unchanged to this pattern, showing that this bound is tight for o -line algorithms, up to a small additive constant.)
The o -line algorithm relies on the fact that the optimal static algorithm for the pattern P 1::7] is R:6, while the optimal static algorithm for the pattern P 1::6] is REV . The o -line algorithm examines a single text position ahead to help it decide whether to proceed as algorithm R:6 or as algorithm REV .
Observe that the comparison order functions R:6;l and REV ;l are identical for l = 1; : : :; 5. We are now ready to prove the main upper and lower bounds for on-line self-pre x algorithms. The decomposition of P 1::m] is de ned as follows: 1 is the number of symbols at the beginning of P 1::m] that are equal to P 1]; 1 is the number of following symbols that are di erent from P 1]; 2 is the number of following symbols that is equal to P 1]; 2 is the number of following symbols that are di erent from P 1]; and so on. 15 8 . Thus, the optimal static pre x-matching algorithm RO is algorithm R:6 and C RO = 9 5 . The self-pre x algorithm that is used in Theorem 4.5 is also the static algorithm R:6, since algorithm REV that is used on the input pre x P 1::8] before the algorithm decides to use algorithm R:6, is used only based on its de nition on the input pre x P 1::4], which is identical to that of algorithm R:6. On the other hand, consider any string P 1::m], whose pre x P 1::8] = ababacac'. Then, C R:2 = 2, C R:4 = 5 3 , C R:6 = 7 4 , C R:8 = 11 6 and C REV (P 
Implementation details
In this section we show that any given static pre x-matching algorithm A, which is described by its comparison order, can be implemented in the standard random access machine computational model 1] in linear time and space. The same techniques are used to implement the on-line self-pre x algorithm from Theorem 4.5 and the optimal static pre x-matching algorithm RO, including the pattern preprocessing that creates it, in linear time and space. The implementation details somewhat resemble those of the string-matching algorithm of Breslauer and Galil 9] . We assume that the description of the static pre x-matching algorithm A(P 1::m]) includes the delay j P l j and the period lengths Proof. The generic implementation of the static algorithm A(P 1::m]) is given in Figure 2 . The implementation clearly does not make any extraneous symbol comparisons and uses constant auxiliary space, apart from the output array 1::n] that is used only to store the results of the computation.
Let l = t ? k t 0 + 1. By Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.5, the members k t i 2 K t are grouped into j P l j classes according to the symbols P t ? k t i + 1] 2 P l . If the algorithm reaches the conclusion that T t] 6 = , for some 2 P l , then it sets 
Conclusions
We have been able to obtain roughly tight bounds on the number of comparisons required by on-line self-pre x algorithms and almost tight bounds for on-line pre x-matching algorithms with any given pattern. We hope that our techniques and results can prove useful in improving the bounds for the string-matching problem and in resolving some of the following problems. 
